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AssrRAcr

Diomignite, LW4O7, occurs as a clear, colorless,
tetragonal daughter minqal (30 pm in maximum rrimen-
sion) in fluidinclusions inspodumene fromtleTanco peg-
matite, Bernib Lake, Manitoba. Its identity was Ftablished
by severat analytical tecbniques, and confirmed by the iden-
tical Gandolfi X-ray-diffraction pattern for diomignite and
synthetic LL2P4O7. Optical properties are: uniaxial (-) for
diomignite and synthetic Li2BaOTi <o = 1.612(2),
e = 1.554(2), 0 = 0.058(a) for synthetic Li2E4O7. Geometri-
cal properties arei a 9.47A(4), c 10.279(5) A, refined in the
space group l4pdi Y(cel l)  =921.83(5) \3, / ,=8,
Iz(mole) = 69.397 cm3, D(calc) = 2.437 S/cm3. The strong-
est five X-ray lines [d in A(I, hk|)] are:4.07(100,112),
2.662(60,t29), 3.495(50,022), 2.587 (40,1 32), and
2.M5(N,332). Natural diomignite and Li2BaOT syntlesized
at high P and 7 commonly appear trigonal or cubic in form.
The rhombohedral or cubic appearance can be reconciled
wittr the tetr4gonal space-group by tle.pseudocubic shape
of the diomigpite cell (c/ o = 1), by &e generation of 2 pszu-
domirrors with rotation about a three-fold pseudoaxis, and
by angular intersestions of [0/d] [ [&kll of approximately
60o. The U2B4O7 component (as diomignite) served as a
flux to depress solidus temperatures, to increase silicate -
H2O miscibility, and to enhance the solubilitis of ore-
forming incohpatible lithophile elements in late-stage peg-
matitic fluids at Tanco.

Keywords: fluid inclusions, lithium, boron, alkali
tetraborate, granite, pegmatite, melt properties, vola-
tile componeuts, rare elements, Tanco, Manitoba.
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La diomighite, Li2B4O?, cptce mindrale t€hagonale dite
"fille", se prdsente en petits oistaux (30 pm au maximum)
incolorc et lihpidq oo les trowe dans les inclusions fluids
du spodumAne de la pegmatite de Tanco, au lac Bernic,
Manitoba. Qn a 6tabli son identitd par diff€rentes metho-
des analytique; l'identification a €t6 confirm€e arD( rayons
X lorsque le clich6 Gandolfi s'est av6rd identique i celui
du Li2B4O7 sfnthdtique. Propri6tds optiques: uniaxe ufua-
tif, tel qu'observd sur cristaux naturels et syn&6tiques;
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c,:= l.61212), e = 1.554(2), 6:0.058(4) (qynth6tique). Pro-
pridt6 g6oqdtriques: les dimensions de Ia matlle, o9.47V4),
c 10.2796) A, obte,nues sur diomiguite, ont 6t€ affn6es dans
le groupe (connu) I4pd; V (maille) 921.S3(1) 43, Z = 8,
I/ (mole) = 69.397 gm3, densit6 calcul6€ 2.437.^l,e illLq
raies les plus intense$ du cliche de poudre td en AA (hktl
sont: 4.07(1"00) (l r2), 2.662(60)(123), 3.495(5 0)(022),
2.5n @q$?2), 2.M5(N)Q32), La diomisnite, tout comme
leLi2BaOT synth&is6 a hautes T et P, presetrte des formes
pseudo-rhomboCdriques et pseudo-cubiques. L'apparition
d'un axe pseudo.teruaire s'explique par la forme pseudo-
cubique de la maille (c/a= l), par la gdn€ration de deux
pseudo-mirroirs de rotation, et par une intersection de 0t0
et de hkl d'environ 60o. Le composatrt Li2BaOT a ag;
comme fondant pour abaisser la temp6rature du solidus;
il a de plus augnente la miscibilitd entre silicate$ et phase
fluide, et la solubilit6, dans les fluides pegmatitiques tar-
difs i Tanco, des €l6ments lithophiles incompatibles sus-
ceptibles de former des zones minSmlis€ss.

Cfraduit par la Rffaction)

Moes-c6: inclusions fluide, lithium, bore, t€traborate alca-
lin, granite, pegmatite, propri6t& du bain, composants
volatils, 6l6ments raxesn Tatrco, Manitoba.

INrRoDUc"noN

A study of fluid inclusions iq spodumene from the
Tanco pegmatite, Bernic Lake, Manitoba, has rev-
ealed the presence of a complex assemblage of
daughter minerals (London 1982, 1983, 1984b,
1986a, London et al. 1982). This crystalline assem-
blage includes s highly bhefringent, colorless phase
that has subsequently been identified as tle new
mineral spesies diomignite, natural Li2BoOr. The
name diomignile stems from Homeric Greek dios
mignen (divine mix), in allusion to the pronounced
fluxing effects of Li2BaOz on the hydrous pegmatite
magma. Type samples have been deposited in the
Smitbsonian Institution, National Museum of Natur-
al History QSNM l&236), Washington, D.C., and
the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH
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Frc. l. (A) Doubly polished chip of spodumene (partly
crossed polars) from Tanco, illustrating the size, dis-
tribution and contents- of crystal-rich, diomiguite-
bearing inclusions. (B) Photomioograph (partly crossed
polars) of a diomignite-bearing inclusion in coarse-
gained spodumene from Tanco. Included phases are
aqueow vapor (a), aqueous liquid (b), an unidentified
rhombohedral carbonate (c), diomignite (d); albite or
pollucite (e), albite (f), cookeite G), and an oxide (h)
that, from EDS anatyses, app€ars to be mioolite. Pho-
tographs (A) and @) reprinted from London (1986a).
(C) SEM image of a diomiguite-bearing inclusion. In
addition to diomignite (e) the inclusion contains albite
(a), cookeite O), and quartz (d). Photograph (C)
reprinted from London et al. (1982).

98089), New York, N.Y., in the form of doubly
polished chips of spodumene that contain
diomipite-bearing inclusions. The mineral name and
species have received approval by the 114{ Qsmmis-
sion on New Minerals and Mineral Names. Diomig-
nite is the fust new minslnl spesies to be described
solely as a daughter mineral in fluid inclusions.

OCCURRENCE

Diomienite has been observed only as small (<
30 prn) anhedral to euhedral crystals in fluid inclu-
sions in spodumene, and tentatively in fluid inclu-
sions in the petalite from which most of the spodu-
mene formed. In these assosiations; diomignite is an
abundant and widely distributed phase; it occurs in
virtually every crystal-rich inclusion in spodumene
(Fig. lA). Diomienite is a component of an assem-
blage of daughter minerals that includes albite'
cookeite, quartz, pollucite-analcime solid solution,
microlite, and an unidentified carbonate (Fig. 1B).
Domignite and assogiated daugbter minerals are en-
tirely absent from the abundant fluid inclusiqns in
the quartz that formed contemporaneously witl the
spod'mene (as .s.podumene + quartz pseudomorphs
after petalite: Cernf & Ferguson 1972). Evidence
cited ln London (1985) shows that the inclusions in
quartz are secondary and are not contemporaneous
witl those in spodumene.

IDENTIFICAflON

The fine grain-size of diomignite, its location in
fluid inclusions as loosely auached crystals' and its
composition make the characterization diffrcult and
incomplete in that no definitive shemical analysis
could have been performed. The data presented be-
low, howwer, are sufficiently diagnostic that little
doubt remains as to the identity or composition of
the phase.

In doubly polished plates of spodumene, diomig-
nite can be readily recognized by its high birefrin-
gence (Iable l). Euhedral crystals commonly appear
pseudorhombohedral or pseudocubic in form.
Cleai,age and twinning have not been observed in
diomienite.

Diomignite crystals on spodumene cleavage sur-
faces were examined by scanning and point-mode
electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersion
spectroscopic @DS) analysis at an accelerating vol-
tage of 15 keV, condenser current of 2.0 amps, and
100 seconds of live counl-time on an Si(Li) detector
crystal (Fig. 1C). The EDS analyses of carbon-coated
diomignite crystals show no detectable major or
minor elements in any of several orientations with
respect to the electron-beam and detector-crystal
geometries, thus providing mnlinnation that diomig-
nite consists wholly of elements with an atomicnum-

l'?tl#j



TABLE 1

NATURAL LWnOt FROM Trm TANCO PEGMATITE, BERNIC I-A,KE, MANITOBA

oPTICAL AND PHYSICAL PR0PERTIES 0F TANCo DIoMIGNITE AND SYNTHETIC Li2B407
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; see Figure Z
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images of synthetic LL2B4O7 crystallized at @oC and P(H2O) = 2@ MPa (A) and at room temperature
(B). Apparent tetragonal forms are prism {100} and pg"amid {lll}. Although the crystals in (B) appear

ric in symmetry, they have the same X-ray powder-diffraction pattern (tetragonal) as reported by Kroeh-
Projection gives fismignite and high-temperature syntletic LLIB OT a pseudotrigonal or pseudocubic

in some orientations. The {100} prism is rarely developed or absetrt in Li2B4Oz crystals synthesized at

Molar Vlo lume
Densi ty j  (calc)

Moe

and pressure. Scale bar in both photos is l0 pnr..
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ber less than 11. Additional delimiting information
on the composition of diomignite was obtained from
microthermometric measurements of solubility iu
unopened fluid inclusions (London 1986a). The
observed depression in the freezing point ofthe aque-
ous fluid that'surrounds fts fiemignite crystals is
indicative of a low-salinity solution (c/. a solubility
for Li2BaOT of 2.98 g/lN m3 cold water: Weast
1974:' se London 1986a). Although complex and
incomplete, the measured thermometric properties
for syntletic Li2B4O?-H2O solutions also show a
relatively small depression in tle freezing point
[-1.6(0.1)'C] that is consistent with the microther-
mometric data on the aqueous phase in inclusions
in the spodumene. Heating the inclusions to 350oC
showed little rounding of the corners or edges of
diomignite crystals over the duration of the experi-
ments (up to 30 minutes). The combined results of
freezing and heating data show that diomipite, like
Li2B4O7, is sparingly soluble in an aqueous fluid
medium. The diomignite daughter crystals are sta-
ble to a Iin excess of 375oC, which precludes sas-
solite H3BO3 as a possible candidate. Sassolite
decomposes incongruently above l70oC (Weast
1974). The aqueous fluids in the inclusions are satu-

rated with respect to diomignite to approximately
42n"C, the temperature of final disappearance of
diomignite crystals. In the system Li2B4O7-H2O,
lithium tetraborate melts congruently at 7@oC and
Pnoia = 200 MPa (London 1983, 1986a).

In hydrothermal experiments in which dio-ignite
dissolved and reacted with aluminosilicate phases to
form glass on the quench, no CO2-rich fluid was
evolved; thus diomignite was shown not to be a car-
bonate. Fluid inclusions near tle tips of large laths
of primary spodumene do sontain a carbonate in
addition to diomignite (Fig. 1B). Where the two
phases coexist, the carbonate usually can be distin-
guished from diomienite by is higher birefringence.
In addition, the carbonate dissolves completely
between 275 and 3moc, and yields a small amount
of liquid CO2 upon subsequent quench of the
hydrothermal experiments.

A search for a highly birefringent non-carbonate
phase that is slightly soluble in water, is stable to a
temperature above 375oC, and is composed wholly
of elements lighter than sodium, yielded very few
possibilities among known inorganic compounds.
Among these compounds, only Li2BAOl satisfies all
of tle available data on the optical and physical-

TABLE 2. X-MY Po{DER-DIFFRACTI0I DATA FoR TAI.|C0 DIoMlcNtTt ND SYNnFTIC Lt2B407
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{ Krogh-Mft, 1962.
s synthesls at 600"c, 2 lbar P(fi2o)i see Figure 2.
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chemical properties of diornignite. Confirmation of
the identiry of diomignite was obtained by Gandolfi
X-ray4i1'1r*rion patten$ of single crystals. Diomig-
nite crystals were extracted from fluid inclusions by
the method described by Zolensky & Bodnar (1982).
Single crystals were X-rayed in a Gandolfi camera
57.3 mm in diameter using CuKn radiation gener-
ated at 40 kV and 20 mA, with a Ni foil filter, and
a graphite monochromator. A single crystal of
diomignite mounted on a glass whisker was run for
tfuee days under vacuum. @ecause of the length of
exposrue and tle faintness of the lines, the pattern
for diomigpite does not copy well. The original film
pafiern may be borrowed from the first author.) A
crystalline Si standard was used to determine the
camera constant. Corrections for film shrinkage
proved to be unnecessary. The observed X-ray-
diffraction pattern (Iable 2) is virtually identical to
the powder patterns reported for synthetic Li2B4Oj
by Sastry & Hummel (1958) and Krogh-Moe (1962;
PDF 18-717) (Fig. 2, Table 2). Intensities of
individual reflections differ from those of synthetic
Li2B4Oz because the presenfstudy relied on single
crystals of diomignite mounted in a Gandolfi camera.
The X-ray data for synthetic Li2B4O7 were obtained
from powder patterns.

The space group of synthetic Li2B4O? is l4pe
and its cell parameters ne a 9.477(5), c 10.286(e A
(IGogh-Moe 1962, Natarajan et al. l9?9). A least-
squares refinement of the Gandolfi camera data for
diomignite using the program of Appleman & Evaas
(193) yielded refined cell-parameters tlat are in close
agreement with those of Krogh-M oe (1962) for syn-
thetic LipaOz Cfable l). The tetragonal space-
group and slmmetryproposed byKrogb-Moe (1%2)
for synthetic Li2B4Oz, however, are inconsistent
with tle apparenttrigonal and cubic forms displayed
by diomignite and by syntlethic Li2B4O7 (ag- Sas-
try & Hummel 1958) (Fig. 2A). The space-group
assigFment is unequivocal, and diomignite necessar-
ily resides in the crystal class 4mm, The three-fold
pseudo-axis can be explained by noting the pseudo-
cubic shape o; 15s fiemignite cell (c/a - l). This
three-fold pseudo-axis, combined with one of the
minors of 4mm (the true symmetry), creates two
pseudomirrors and yields 3m p$eudosymmetry. In
addition, diomignite and Li2BnO, crystals synthe-
sized at hydrothermal conditions possess a short
tetragonal { 100} prism, and angular intersections of
{100} prisn and {lll} pyramid faces ar approxi-
mately 60o. The columnar crystals of Figure 2B are
elongate parallel to [0U, presumably as a result of
external effects on their growth.

We attempted in vain to obtain ion-microprobe
data for diemignitg (with Dr. Erik Steele, analyst,
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg,
Maryland). The crystals origina[y X-rayed by
M.E.Z., however, had popped off their whisker

mounts and were lost. Efforts to locate diomignite
crystals by ion microscopy in gxain mounts were
hampered by two factors: () the crushed host spodu-
mene diluted the abundance sf dismignits crystals
by a factor of approximately ld, and (2) with the
limited Zdirection focus on the Cameca MS-3F ion
probe, the topography of the grain-mount surface
was found to be too great for secondary-ion imag-
ing. We subseque,ntly attempted to use an Al ion mill
to expose a diomignite-bearing inclusion near a
polished surface of spodumene. Even the botryoi
dal surface produced by ion milling produced some
dispersion of the secondary ion beam, and the dis-
persion and sample charging around inclusion walls
precluded any focusing of the secondary beam. Fur-
ther Ar-ion miling to minimize the relief of inclu-
sion walls demonstrated that diomignite is more vola-
tile in a charged Ar beam than is spodumene, and
diomiedte crystals were quickly cratered to oblivion.

SrcNmcANcE or Nanunan LL2B4O7
IN PEGMATITE SysTsMs

pi6mignits and the associated aluminosilicate
daughter minerals represent the crystallization
products of a late-stage hydrous borosilicate fluid
that was entrapped princrpdly by spodumene that
formed as a result of the breakdon'n of petalite to
spodumene + quartz. This reaction relationship was
recopized at Tanco by Cernf & Ferguson (1972)
and has been confirmed experimentally by Stewart
(1963, 1978), Munoz (1971), and London (1984a).
The results of fluid-inclusion microthermometry and
other experimental data place entrapment conditions
at 470-500'C and X0-290 MPa, the P-I interval
over whish spodumene crystallized at Tanco (Lon-
don 1986a). The Li2BaO, component of the uatural
fluid at Tanco apparently was responsiblg for sub-
stantial depression of solidus temperatures and for
the insreased reciprocal miscibility of silicate liquid
and H2O (L;ondon 1983, 1984b, 1986a). Hydrother-
mal phase-equilibrium experiments in the analogous
synthetic system LiAlSiO4-NaAlSi3Os-SiO2-
LW4O7-H2O show tlat L|2B4O7 concentrations
comparable to those of the inclusions in Tanco
spodumene (see Table 2 in London 1986a) promote
rapid rates of crystallization and significant reduc-
tions in fluid viscosity through depolymerization of
residual silicate fluids (London 1986a). The com-
bined effects of Li and B on solidus depression and
silicate-HrO miscibility appear to be far greater
than that of either component by itself (c/ Chorlton
&Martin 1978, Stewart 198, Pichavant 1981, 1983,
I\4artin 1983, Martin & Henderson 1984).

NMR spectroscopii studies of crystalline and
amorphous borate compounds have shown a close
correlation between the co-ordination of boron in
srystals and in compositionally similar glasses
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(quenched melts) (e.g., Bray 1978). There are two
BOrl and two BOar clusters per formula unit of
crystalline Li2B4Oj (Krogh-Moe 1962, Natarajan el
al. 1979). The presence of two BOat clusters per
formula unit of Li2B4O7 may be taken as an addi-
tional indication of tle peralkaline composition of
the late-stage fluids at Tanco (fluid-inclusion con-
tents have an agpaitic index of approximately 1.3:
London 1986a). The proportion of [BOar] to
[BOr]l should increase wit] increasing alkaliniry of
the fluid @ichavant 1983, London 1986a), as
reflected by the following acid-base hydrolysis reac-
tions:

uIBO33-+OH- = IVBO3(OID4 (1)

H+ + IvB(OH)t : IIIB(OH)3 + H2O Q)

and by the fact that tetrahedral BOrr oxyanions are
stronger Lewis bases than are triangular BO3l
clusters. Borosilicate minerals are monitors of alka.
linity. Tourmaline, which may be stable with micas
and topaz in comparatively acidic conditions, con-
tains only triangular BO33 clusters. Reedmergnerite
NaBSi3Os has been reported only from peralkaline
igneous rocks @ichavant et al. 1984) and contains
only tetrahedral BOor oxyanions (Appleman &
Clark 1965). Recently, Foord el a/. (1980 have
reported feldspars from tourmaline-rich pockets in
granitic pegmatites from San Diego County, Califor-
nia, that contain approximately 50 mol Yo reedmerg-
nerite. This association of B-rich feldspars withlate-
stage tourmaline-rich zones is a further indication
of the presence of boron-rich peralkaline fluids in
the final stages of consolidation sf ssmplex rare-
element pegmatites.

The volumetric proportion of diomignite to other
crystalline and fluid phases in the inclusions in
spodumene at Tanco (approximately 10 vol. 9o) pro-
vides an indication of the boron contents that are
obtainable through fractional crystallization of
natural pegmatite magmas. The boron content of the
Tanco inclusions is.far in excess of that needed to
produce Fe-rich tourmaline (schorl) in granitic sys-
tems @ichavant 1981). The presence of diomiguite
in the Tanco inclusions bears evidence ofhigh Li and
B contents oflate-stage fluids. It has been suggested
that when X6umalins crystallized at Tanco, the
diomignite component was extracted from the
hydrous silicate fluid (London & Morgan 1985, Mor-
gan & London 1985, London 1986a). As a result,
albite, micas, and other aluminosilicate and oxide-
forming ora were deposited, leaving a comparatively
lowdensity residual aqueous phase (London 1986a).
The crystallization products of the hydrous borosili-
cate fluid at Tanco are represented by the saccharoi-

dal albite unitthat contains economic concentrations
of Ta-Sn oxides and beryl in the eastern ore-zone
(ternf l9s2).

These observations from Tanco should be applica-
ble to Li- and B-rich rare-element pegmatites else-
where. The consentration of tourmaline in late-stage
internal and wall-rock assemblages in many massive
and miarolitic pepnatites manifests the instability of
tourmaline throughout much of the history of
primary crystallization. In Li- and B-rich miarolitic
pegmatites, unusually high concentrations of tour-
maline and boron-rich feldspars (e.9., 2-3 wt. 9o B
in Na-feldspar:Foord et al. 1986) are found in gem-
bearing pockets, which are the latest primary units
to form (e.g., Foord 1977, London 1986b). Late-
stage albite-mica-tourmaline zones contain most
deposits of rare metals and gem minerals in pegma-
tites throughout the world. The enrichment of
incompatible elements in such units may stem partly
from high concentrations of the borate componeut
and peralkalinity of tle parent fluid (melt or silicate-
rich vapor) (e.9., Hess 1980, Kawa^moto et al. 1981,
Ryerson 1985, London 1986a). Loss ofthis fluxing
component through crystallization of tourmaline or
boron loss to wall rocks would promote the deposi-
tion of incompatible elements along with typical
aluminosilicate components of rock-forming
minerals (London 1986a).

Diomiglite may be found in assemblages of
daughter minerals (probably hosted by spodumene,
topaz and, possibly, beryl, all of whish tend 10 trap
crystal-rich inclusions) in other Li- and B"rich peg-
matites rvhere the crystallization of tourmaline was
a late-stage phenomenon. Diomigqite, however, has
not been (and probably will not be) identified as a
constituent of tourmaline-rich pockets. The crystal-
lization of Li-toum4line consumes the diomignite
component oflate-stage fluids (London 1986b). The
precipitation of comparatively insoluble borates such
as hambergite (e.g., b tourmaline-rich pockets of
the Hirnalaya dyke system, California: Foord 1977)
would further reduce the activity of boron in late-
stage fluids. Any exccs Li^2B4A7 probably would be
lost to wall rocks during pocket rupture or subse-
quently dissolved from pockets by the influx of exter-
nally derived fluids (e.9., Foord e/ a/. 1986' Mor-
gan&London 1985, 1986, London&Morgan 1985).

To a large extent, the diomignite component
(LrzB+O) in Li- and B-rich rare-element pegnatites
may control the physicochemical properties ef highly
fractionated, late-stage fluids, and may be partly
responsible for tle accumulation and ultimate
precipitation of rare-metal ores and gem minerals.
The recopition of diomignite as a component of
late-stage fluids has inportant implications for the
genesis of Li- and B-rich rare-element pegmatites.
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